Taming the Wild Tornado
Hook: Imagine powering your home with energy – from a tornado!
Intended Word Length: 300
Estimated Page Length: 2
Description: Engineer Louis Michaud has found a way to harness enough renewable energy from
a manmade tornado to power a small city. His revolutionary Atmospheric Vortex Engine (AVE)
acts like a drinking straw, sucking up warm, moist air at ground level into colder sky currents.
When cold and warm “convective” air currents collide, they begin to swirl and spin, eventually
forming a tornado funnel. Michaud’s tornado structures, built beside power plants, would be
wider than two basketball courts and reach the height of a 33-story building. The twister twirling
inside could reach speeds of 200 miles per hour and stretch several miles high where air
temperatures plummet to eighty degrees below zero, Fahrenheit. Unlike real, destructive
tornadoes that hoist houses off their foundations and throw cars clear across the neighborhood,
the AVE is a productive and contained force that can boost power plant emissions by forty
percent. The artificial vortex lifts wasted heat released from the plant into the air fast enough to
turn wind turbines located on the ground. These turbines then generate new power from the
suctioned air, which supplies power for nearby towns. Another bonus: this is one monster twister
that won’t ever get loose. Away from its energy source, the AVE’s whirling funnel would simply
disappear. That’s one clever cyclone!
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